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INTRODUCTION 
Recently Goldschmidt [3] classified those groups whose Sylow 2-group 
contains a strongly closed abelian subgroup. We shall use this to prove the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let P = A x B E Syl,(G), w h ere A is elementary abelian and 
B is dihedral, semidihedral, or wreath product. Suppose G = 02’(G) and 
O,(G) = 1. Then, G = GI x G,C, where P = A, x C x B, , A =A1 x C, 
1 C / < 2, B II BI , A, < GI , BI < G, . Moreover, 1 C 1 = 1 except 
possibly when B is dihedral. 
The combined work of Alperin, Brauer, Gorenstein, and Walter classifies 
groups whose Sylow 2-groups are abelian, dihedral, semi-dihedral, or wreath 
product. These results may be combined with the main theorem of [2] and 
the above theorem to yield the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let PE Syl,(G) and suppose the commutator group P’ is 
cyclic. Suppose 02l,2(G) = 1 and G = 02,2’(G). Then G = HI x *** x H, , 
where Hi is a simplegroup of Ree type or isomorphic to L,(q), q > 3; L,(q), q odd; 
U,(q), q odd; MI,; or the smallest Jankogroup Ja. 
We shall study the fusion of involutions in the fixed Sylow group P. Two 
elements /3 and y are said to be fused provided they both lie in P and are 
conjugate in G. We sometimes denote this by p N y. We write x: A + B 
to mean that A” = x-lAx is a subset of B. Our analysis will yield that A, 
is strongly closed. Alperin’s fusion theorem [I] is used throughout the proof. 
Very often it is used in the form of this lemma. 
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LEMMA 0.1. Let P E Syl,(G). If y E Z(P) is fused to /3 E Z(P), then there 
exists y’, /3’ fused to /3 and a 2-eZement x E N(C,(y’)) such that y’ $2(P), 
B’ E Z(P), x: y’ + /3’. 
In our situation, let 7 be the involution of P’. If the lemma is applied with 
/3 an involution, then C&‘)(x) h as a unique involutive commutator 
[;/‘, x] = //3’. Then, we have //I’ fused to 7. If a E Z(P) < CD(+) and 
a # C(x), then the uniqueness of the involutive commutator of C,(y’)(x) 
yields that [a, x] = [y’, x] = r’j3’. This simple observation is the key to the 
proof of the theorem and is used without reference. One final observation 
will be useful. If 7 is isolated in P (not fused to any element of P - T), then 
the existence of //3’ is a contradiction. Alperin’s fusion theorem then leads 
to the conclusion that no element of Z(P) is fused to an element of P - Z(P). 
In fact, we obtain that aG n P = aNfP), for any a E Z(P). 
I. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We now assume that we have the situation hypothesized by the theorem. 
Two lemmas that apply to all cases shall be proved and then each case will 
be pursued separately. 
LEMMA 1.1. If A is strongly closed, then G = Gl x G, , where 
P=AxB,,B,IIB,A,<G,,B,,<G,. 
Proof. Goldschmidt’s result yields that (AG) f H,, x ... x H, , where 
Ho is an abelian 2-group and Hi is a simple group with an abelian Sylow 
2-group. 
Since H,, = Oz((AG)) Q G = 02’(G), we obtain that G = C(H,,). Thus, 
G = H,, x G,, and induction applied to G,, yields the desired result unless 
H, = 1. Thus, we assume H,, = 1. 
Let b be a 2-element of G. Consideration of the structure of the Sylow 
2-groups of G yields that b must normalize each Hi. Moreover, b must 
centralize a Sylow 2-group of each Hi . Thus, b induces an inner auto- 
morphism on each Hi (say that associated to a,). Then, 
b, = &z;~ ~9. a,] E C((A’)). 
Since G = 02’(G) and Z((AG)) < O,(G) = 1, we obtain that 
G = (AG> C((AG)) = (AG) x C((AG)). 
We take A, = A, G, = (AG), Bl = Pn C((AG)) and G2 = C((AG)) to 
complete the proof. 
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LEMMA 1.2. If G = C(T), then A may be replaced by a strongly closed 
subgroup A, . 
Proof. Glauberman’s Z*-theorem tells us that 7 is isolated in P. Let A, 
be a N(P)/P invariant complement to (T) in ~&(2(p)). Our preliminary 
remarks yield that aG n P = aNcP) C A, , for all a E A, . Thus A, is strongly 
closed. We replace A by A, to complete the lemma. 
CASE 1: DIHEDRAL. Let B=(h,b[X2=bBn=1, hbh=b-l), n>l, 
and set 7 = b2”-l. Let N(P) = PT, P n T = 1, and replace A and B so that 
we have AT = A and T f C(B). 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1 .l complete the proof if C(T) = G. Thus, assume 
C(T) < G. Glauberman’s Z*-theorem yields that 7 is not isolated in P. We 
apply Lemma 0.1 to obtain a 2-element x E N(A(X, T)) x: A, = Xa, t) T, for 
some a,E A. 
Claim 1. T centralizes h, . We already have T centralizes X. Let t E T. 
Then, xt: I\it = htalt = haIt + Tt = T. If x: haIt -+ halt, then x: alaIt + 
qaltXalT = halt7 - halt - 7. This contradicts the fact that 7 is isolated in 
Z(P). Thus, we have x: ha,* -+ Xa17halT = alaltT. so alaltT - Aalt N ha1 - 7. 
This yields that alaIt = 1 as desired. 
Claim 2. Let y: A1 t) 7, y a 2-element of N(A(/\, T)). Then, xy centralizes 
A(h, T). That is, y induces exactly the same action as x. Let a E A. Suppose 
x: a + a and y: a -+ ahlT. Then, aT -fz aX, N ahIT --+?/ a. But a is not fused 
to aT. 
Claim 3. We may choose A so that x E C(A). If x: a --+ a, then xt = 
y: at + at for all t E T. Since y = xt: hit = h, cs 7, we have (by claim 2) 
x: at ---f at for all t E T. Also, if x: a + ahlT, then x: aT + aT. We replace 
A by A, = C(x) n A(T). The above computations show that A,T = A, , 
and that A(T) = A, x (T). 
Let T1 ,..., T, be the orbits of T on A#. Then, T1 ,..., T, , T,T ,..., Tn7, 
T are the mutually non-fused subsets of Z(P)#. Since T centralizes h, , assume 
hi = h. Let S = 7 u h(b2) and U = hb(b2). Induced by T and x we have 
the following subsets of fused involutions: T1 ,..., T,, , T,S,..., T,S, 
T,lJ,..., T,,U, U = TJJ, S. 
If no Ti is fused to a T,U, then A is strongly closed and the proof is completed 
using Lemma 1.1. Thus, suppose T1 is fused to some T,U. Let a, E Tl and 
Suppose there is a 2-element y: a, -+ T,U. If y: 7 -+ 7 then y: alT -+ Ti UT = 
T,U. But a, is not fused to alT. Thus, y does not centralize 7. Let a E A# - a, . 
Either y: a -+ a or y: a,a -+ a,a. So A = C,(y) x (al). Also, for each Iz, 
y fuses either Tk or TkS to some Tz U since y does not centralize both a and a7. 
Thus, we conclude that C,(y)* is a union of certain Tj . We now set 
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A, = C,(y) and C = (aI) and observe that A, is strongly closed and that 
transfer theory gives G = G,C, Ga n C = 1. Lemma 1.1 yields that 
Ga=G, x Ga. We set B1 =PnG,. The proof of Lemma 1.1, now 
yields the full result that G = G1 x G,C. 
CASE 2: SEMIDIHEDRAL. Let B = (A, b 1 A2 = b2” = 1, MA = ban-l--1), 
n > 2. Note that U = /\b(b2) is now a class of elements of order 4. We 
proceed exactly as in the dihedral case. However, we need not treat the 
possibility that Tl is fused to some T,U. Thus, A may in fact be replaced by 
a strongly closed A, (i.e. 1 C 1 = 1). 
CASE 3: WREATH PRODUCT. Let B = ((b) x (c))(X), h2 = 1 = b2 = ~a”, 
n > 1, MA = c and set b = b2”-‘, E = c2”-‘, 7 = SE, PO = A x (b) x (c). 
As before we may assume C(T) < G. Glauberman’s Z*-theorem implies 
that T is fused to some d E P - Z(P). Lemma 0.1 yields a 2-element 
x E N(C,(d)) with x: d +-+ 7. But 7 has a root in Z(P) < C,(d). Thus, d = ? 
has a root in C,(d) < P. Hence, d E I’,, - Z(P) and C,(d) = P,, . Moreover, 
d = borZ,sayd = 6. 
Let N(P,,) = POT(X), where P,, n T = 1 and POT/P,, is the normal 
2-complement of N(P,)/P, . Let A, be a T-invariant complement to (6, E) 
in Q,(P,). Let (y) = O,((hx)). So y: 7 --+ b -+ E + F. 
Claim. h centralizes A, . In particular A, 4 N(P,,). Let a E A, and 
suppose A: a -+ a7. Note that A: y +y-l.Ify:a-+a,theny-l:a+a.But 
y-l = AyA: a -+ a6 yields a contradiction. If y: a -+ a, + ... -+ a,, -+ a, then 
y-l: a7 + a,-$ But y-l = AyX: a7 + a, or U~T. So ala,-, = .F or 6. Both are 
contradictions since ala,-, E A, . This completes the proof of this claim. 
Since PO is a weakly closed abelian subgroup of P, we know that N(PJ 
controls fusion of elements of PO . Thus, since A, 4 N(P,) we need only show 
that AIG n P _C PO in order to conclude that A, is strongly closed. We observe 
this as follows: 
Suppose e is an involution of P - Pa. So C,(e) = A, x (bc) x (e}. Let 
x be a 2-element of N(C,(e)). Th us, x: r -+ 7 and 7 E Z(C,(e)(x)) and has a 
root in C,(e)(x). So 7 is the unique involutive commutator of C,(e)(x). 
Therefore, x: a -+ a or a7 for all a E A, . Thus, e cannot be fused to an 
element of A, . 
Now A, is strongly closed and Lemma 1.1 may be used to complete the 
proof. 
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